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HighJump Software Releases Supply Chain Advantage
8.0; New Version of Comprehensive Product Suite
Features Enhanced Platform and Modules Geared
Toward Enterprise Readiness and Stronger Supply Chain
Linking
HighJump Software, a 3M company, a global leader in providing highly adaptable, best-of-breed supply chain
execution solutions, today announced the release of HighJump Supply Chain Advantage 8.0. This release of
HighJump's comprehensive solution suite combines a multitude of product enhancements and an improved
graphical user interface on its fully Microsoft .NET-enabled platform. HighJump customers will benefit from
enhanced enterprise readiness, seamless integration with existing business systems, additional best practices-
based functionality and ease of workflow configuration.

"HighJump continues its commitment to providing superior supply chain execution functionality that delivers
bottom-line results for our customers," said Chris Heim, president, HighJump Software. "With an enhanced
adaptability platform and robust product suite, HighJump remains the partner of choice for innovative, high-
growth companies facing diverse supply chain challenges."

Supply Chain Advantage 8.0 includes many noteworthy enhancements:

Warehouse management: HighJump continues to strengthen its flagship Warehouse Advantage solution based
on the latest best practices, emerging industry trends and customer feedback. Full integration between
HighJump's WMS and the latest version of Vocollect's Voice-Directed Distribution adds voice-enabled picking
options configurable by warehouse, specific pick area or specific employee. Additionally, HighJump added
functionality to deepen the replenishment model for top-off replenishment, quantity-based replenishments, and
dynamic calculation of replenishment quantities based on demand. The solution's supply chain visibility was
also enhanced by adding a complete set of executive dashboard performance metrics and Web pages.

Manufacturing execution: Manufacturing Advantage, HighJump's robust and adaptable manufacturing execution
system (MES), contains numerous enhanced features designed to improve shop floor performance. A scheduling
workbench allows planners and schedulers to effectively manage production against a set schedule. The
solution also includes stronger shop floor production reporting and asset management capabilities that assist
customers in tracking operational efficiency. Throughout the production process, customers can capture and
track quality management data and other key product attributes used for material traceability and genealogy.

Yard management: HighJump has strengthened the functionality of its Yard Advantage solution through a
graphical user interface, drag-and-drop yard moves, multi-yard support and real-time location tracking for
trailers. Customers can now visualize their yards on-screen and make necessary adjustments based on real-time
inventory usage requirements. Real-time visualization of trailer positions helps ensure yard security and fast
inventory tracking.

Platform: HighJump's Advantage Platform serves as a common foundation for all solutions in the company's
Supply Chain Advantage suite, thus promoting seamless information sharing among applications and the
continued ability to complete upgrades in a matter of hours. A next-generation Web interface now spans all
applications and provides users with easily configurable screens. Version 8.0's advanced platform features
support customers with increased enterprise readiness to help them manage the demands of growth in their
businesses as well as efficient multi-site deployments. The new platform also includes support for Microsoft SQL



Server 2005 and Oracle 10g. HighJump has added functionality that further facilitates compliance with changing
governmental and regulatory requirements, including Sarbanes-Oxley and FDA 21 CFR Part 11. Throughout
these platform enhancement efforts, HighJump continues to improve the way it enables product localizations for
its global customer base.

About HighJump Software, a 3M Company

HighJump Software, a 3M company, is a global leader in providing highly adaptable, best-of-breed supply chain
execution solutions that streamline manufacturing and distribution from the point of source through
consumption. HighJump's integrated solutions empower operational excellence in the warehouse and optimize
the flow of inventory throughout the supply chain by facilitating collaboration with customers, suppliers and
trading partners. These solutions combine robust, standard functionality; a best practices-based
implementation methodology; and a uniquely adaptable architecture that facilitates fast, cost-effective system
modifications. As an independent subsidiary in the 3M family of companies, HighJump leads the supply chain
execution software industry in financial strength and delivers on an unmatched commitment to innovation and
quality. For more information about HighJump, visit www.highjump.com.

About 3M - A Global, Diversified Technology Company

Every day, 3M people find new ways to make amazing things happen. Wherever they are, whatever they do, the
company's customers know they can rely on 3M to help make their lives better. 3M's brands include Scotch,
Post-it, Scotchgard, Thinsulate, Scotch-Brite, Filtrete, Command and Vikuiti. Serving customers in more than
200 countries around the world, the company's 67,000 people use their expertise, technologies and global
strength to lead in major markets including consumer and office; display and graphics; electronics and
telecommunications; safety, security and protection services; health care; industrial and transportation. For
more information, including the latest product and technology news, visit www.3M.com.

Scotch, Post-it, Scotchgard, Thinsulate, Scotch-Brite, Filtrete, Command, Vikuiti, HighJump and Supply Chain
Advantage are trademarks of 3M.

Vocollect and Voice-Directed Distribution are registered trademarks of Vocollect, Inc.

Other trademarks or names may be the property of their owners.
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